ACROSS
1 Writer, man one assumed to be right (6)
4 The mystery is, alas, I'm no oil painting! (4,4)
9 Used to amend verbal advice to former partner (6)
10 Dash off with two churchmen getting stuck into evaluating relics (8)
12 Done with peer dissembling, so started again (8)
13 Threaten small creature with extinction? (6)
15 Once again Shane Warne is hiding! (4)
16 Entrance to a race round never-ending course (7)
20 It unites newly-weds at end of October (7)
21 Pressure unbelievers to cast off layers (4)
25 South-East Asian people getting place in US state shortly (6)
26 Hide chamber with ornamental cover (8)
28 Nepotist behaving deviously needs to hurry (4,2,2)
29 Radio officer in place on board (6)
30 Animals we say are no better than Tom and his ilk (8)
31 Joins forces after signal deciphered (6)

DOWN
1 Relevant information (8)
2 Makes progress while one backbencher rambles (8)
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